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About This Game

Toy Odyssey is a Metroidvania style action-platformer that takes you back to a world made from the nightmares of your
childhood. Join Brand—an action figure that has come to life—in his fight against the darkness to save his owner, Felix.

Nightmares are only the start of his troubles: Brand needs to uncover the secrets of the house before it's too late.

Key Features
•Unlimited replayability with procedural level generation

•Metroidvania style puzzles and missions
•Hard-as-nails gameplay as a dedication to the difficulty of classic games

•Beautifully detailed art, reminiscent of classic 8-bit and 16-bit platformers
•Over 30,000 lines of (skippable) dialog for those that want a good story
•Hundreds of weapon and item upgrades with a detailed crafting system

•More than 300 types of enemies, as well as seven terrifying bosses.
•Base Defense gameplay mechanics: Protect the bedroom at all costs!
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This is true Justice

-Fused Zamasu. had to refund due to bad framerate on a 1080. Could've been decent but the game isn't optimized well.

. It's dead, Jim.
Two servers worldwide that are always empty, on top of that the server browser doesn't work properly, so you can't even play
with friends.
Buy it only if you like playing against bots.. Not worth the time.. First impressions video. GIVEAWAY in the video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMcGrA-9fRY. A somewhat dated platformer. But charming enough... Less than a couple
of hours in total. Worth a buck or two, no more.. Unfortunately, there doesn't seem to be a way of playing the single scenarios -
you can only play the campaign as Axis. I was very much looking forward to playing the single scenarios as Allies, what a
disappointment! Please correct me if I'm wrong.... Way better than the first one! Totally worth the $10.. A short shoot em up
and bonus aru for 100% oj. I'd pay about 5 dollas for that.. Despite the hours I've invested in the game, I can't recommend it in
any way.

WHAT TO DO
Shooting zombies. And shooting zombies. And shooting zombies. End of the game. Seriously, I could have not expected
more, but after the first hour of gameplay I have seen everything this game has to offer, from weapons to different
types of zombies. And boredom comes shortly after;

WHAT TO SEE
Very, very little. Cartoonish graphic seems more a choise to avoid more work than something implemented with certain
criteria: basic textures, minimal and uttely ugly map design, zero spercial effect (I have seen better fire in a 10 y\/o
drawing);

WHAT TO HEAR
Decent soundtracks, I concede it. That said, the other sound effects go from the tragic (main menu, zombies' moans,
etc.), to the mediocre (weapons' shooting effetcs).

HOW TO PLAY
YOU SPIN ME ROUND, ROUND, BABY ROUND ROUND....This could had been the song of this game. The
gameplay can be sum up in one sequence: start the mission - grab a weapon - run in circle lighting up zombies -
shoot'em up to increase multiplier - repeat until you die. That's all. Sometimes some food or other power ups will drop
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from zombies, but nothing incredible.

WHERE TO DO
In a few, selected small maps. That's why your only choise is to run in circle: there's no damn space to move!!!!

So, a few guidelines if you saw this game in the store. Avoid it at full price, 100% guaranteed you won't lose anything.
Even during sale, I dare to advice. When it had been released, this game probably was already outdated, and now
there's simply no space for him in a videogames library.
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Don't like review begging, but this is a good entry-level roguelike.. I only want to know why this game isnt popular enough. Can
I get my money back? Nobody plays this game anymore.. My love daughter is a Cruel yet fun, Intriguing but repetetive game
that seems more at home on a portable device then a PC. either way i enjoy my haunting experience with this game and cant
recommend it enough. just make sure you have a podcast or something going on in the background.

7 / 10 - Good Game.

P.S. it's fun to know Full Metal Alchemist becuase i can make anime references worst than murdering my homunculi
daughters.. You have a few starting options, including your career path and a mystery you can choose to pursue. The story starts
off right when your powers first activate. You have no idea what this is and you just go from there. You can be as evil or as
good as you want. Become more powerful or just live an ordinary life.

Pros:
-Lots of choices and options, not too much text.
-Stopping time is pretty awesome. Writer adds little details that really make you feel you're there.
-Can't talk about my favorite parts, too spoilery. But the author creates these really terrifying moments.
-Much longer than most CYOA stories.
-Good replay options and mysteries to uncover.

Cons:
-Needed more action. The story can get too focused on everyday life, rather than this amazing ability you have. Although you
can spice it up by using your ability recklessly.
-I made a heroic choice early in the game and didn't think much of it. But the author assumed I wanted to play as a hero and
kept describing all these heroic deeds I did in my downtime, without giving me the choice again. I would have liked to have the
choice in this CYOA game, rather than someone assume this is how I wanted to play.
-Would have like more puzzles and gambling opportunities.
-Gambling was very disappointing.
-Too much time spent on the boring characters and not enough time with the interesting ones.

Overall
-When it's good it's great, but there's times when the story just doesn't seem to move in the direction you want it to. I still think
it's worth playing though.
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